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ABSTRACT

Many consistency criteria have been considered in databases and the causal consistency is one of them. The causal
consistency model has gained much attention in recent years because it provides ordering of relative operations.
The causal consistency requires that all writes, which are potentially causally related, must be seen in the same
order by all processes. The causal consistency is a weaker criteria than the sequential consistency, because there
exists an execution, which is causally consistent but not sequentially consistent, however all executions satisfying
the sequential consistency are also causally consistent. Furthermore, the causal consistency supports non-blocking
operations; i.e. processes may complete read or write operations without waiting for global computation. Therefore,
the causal consistency overcomes the primary limit of stronger criteria: communication latency. Additionally,
several application semantics are precisely captured by the causal consistency, e.g. collaborative tools. In this paper,
we review the state-of-the-art of causal consistent databases, discuss the features, functionalities and applications
of the causal consistency model, and systematically compare it with other consistency models. We also discuss the
implementation of causal consistency databases and identify limitations of the causal consistency model.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Distributed fully replicated databases provide copies of
the same data on several, geographically distributed lo-
cations. For example, Facebook [23] distributes its data
(profiles, friends lists, likes, and so on) on multiple data
centers on the East and West coast of the United States
of America and in Europe. The distribution brings two
key benefits to services: fault tolerance and low latency.
Fault tolerance is provided through redundancy: if one
of the databases fails, others can continue to provide ser-
vice. Low latency is provided by proximity: clients can
be directed to and served by a nearby data center. Dis-
tribution naturally brings its challenges, however. The
famous CAP theorem, conjectured by Brewer [26] and
proved by Gilbert and Lynch [47], states that it is impos-

sible for a distributed system to simultaneously provide
all three of the following CAP guarantees:

• Consistency: all nodes see the same data at the same
time.

• Availability: a guarantee that every request receives
a response about whether it was successful or failed.

• Partition tolerance: the system continues to operate
despite arbitrary message loss or failure of part of
the system.

According to the theorem, a distributed system can
satisfy any two of these guarantees at the same time, but
not all three. Consistency as formally proven is a prop-
erty known as linearizability [47].

The principle of consistency is similar to the atomic-
ity of ACID properties guaranteeing that database trans-
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actions are processed reliably. Each transaction will be
atomic in strictly consistent databases [41]. On the flip
side, if a database is not strongly consistent, then differ-
ent nodes may have different views of the same data [1].

The availability principle means that services pro-
vided by the distributed system are entirely available
at all times [66]. There is an important notion about
the response time associated with this principle. A
highly available system avoids delays in responding to
the queries of users [12]. Availability ensures when parts
of nodes in a distributed system become inaccessible as
a result of failures, the other nodes should continue to
operate [86]. It is important that intended responses are
received for each request even if other parts of the sys-
tem fail [74]. One of the main reasons for distributing
a system is to provide high availability, as more nodes
join the system and they share some data; the system be-
comes more tolerant to particular node failures.

The partition tolerance is achieved when a distributed
system is built to allow arbitrarily loss of messages sent
from one node to another [47]. The requirement of avail-
ability makes it impractical to keep all data at one source.
This is because when the source fails, the entire sys-
tem becomes unavailable. Therefore, the partition tol-
erance allows for system states to be kept in different
locations [10]. In the case of a distributed database, if
it is partition-tolerant then it will still be able to per-
form read/write operations while partitioned. If it is not
partition-tolerant, when partitioned, the database may
become completely unusable or only available for read
operations [34].

CAP summarizes trade-offs [91] from decades of
distributed-system designs and shows that maintaining
a single-system image in a distributed system has a cost
[50]. If processes in a distributed system are partitioned
then updates cannot be synchronously propagated to all
processes without blocking. Under partitions, a system
cannot safely complete updates and hence presents un-
availability to some or all of its users. Moreover, even
without partitions, a system that chooses availability over
consistency enjoys benefits of low latency: if a server can
safely respond to a user’s request when it is partitioned
from all other servers, then it can also respond to a user’s
request without contacting other servers even when it is
able to do so [25]. Sacrificing the partition tolerance is
not an option as noted [52]. The choice is between con-
sistency and availability.

Therefore, in recent years there has been growing in-
terest on weaker consistency models, which can operate
on the presence of network partitions [35]. An advantage
of weaker consistency models is increased performance
potential [75, 54, 92]. Their disadvantage is more com-
plex programming models for implementation [45, 46].
Weaker consistency levels are useful in such systems,

where transactions either acquire fewer locks, or hold
them for shorter time [5]. This situation leads to less
delay, since less transactions attempt to access the same
objects in conflicting lock modes. Additionally, the dan-
ger of deadlock is decreased [4]. The benefits achieved
from weaker consistency models are also important for
many applications in distributed systems [72] and in mo-
bile systems [29, 76], such as the services like Facebook
[23], Google, LinkedIn, Twitter, Yahoo [32], auctions
and Massively Multi-player Online Role-Playing Games
(MMORPG). Therefore, it is desirable to allow applica-
tion programmers to take advantage of the weaker levels
(when this makes sense) and trade off the consistency for
better performance [3].

In [38] we reviewed the state-of-the art of the
databases that use eventual consistency. Based on that
review we discussed the advantages and disadvantages
of the eventual consistency model. The review showed
that there are several mature and popular database sys-
tems using eventual consistency. Most of these are ac-
tively developed and there is a strong community behind
them. In [38] we concentrated on the eventual consis-
tency, whereas this paper focuses on the causal consis-
tency model. In this paper we make following contribu-
tions:

• We synthesize the necessary theoretical background
to understand the causal consistency model.

• We discuss the features, functionalities, applica-
tions and limitations of the causal consistent model
and present different causalities.

• We also systematically compare the causal consis-
tency with other consistency models, and provide
an insight on differences into functionalities, re-
quirements and limitations between them.

• We present possible methods of implementing
causal consistency, and conclude that it is signifi-
cantly harder to implement causal consistency than
eventual consistency. This explains the fact why
there is not even a single commercial database sys-
tem that uses causal consistency.

• We identify the problems caused by different con-
sistency models by real-word examples.

• We also discuss the applications and database sys-
tems, which may employ the causal consistency
model.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we
present the necessary theoretical background by defini-
tions and examples. Section 3 presents the causal con-
sistency and section 4 compares serializability, even-
tual and causal consistency using a running example.
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In section 5 we present one possible method to imple-
ment causal consistency. Section 6 contains a discus-
sion on no-causality, local causality and global causal-
ity, and presents some examples where both eventual
consistency and causal consistency have different prob-
lems. In section 7 we present potential applications and
databases that could use the causal consistency as con-
sistency model. Finally, section 8 concludes this paper.

2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Many distributed applications require highly available
data, e.g. Facebook [23], Google, LinkedIn, Twitter,
Yahoo [32], auctions and massively multi-player online
role-playing games (MMORPG). Data is highly avail-
able if it can be accessed at any time. The connectivity
of the network affects the availability of data. For ex-
ample, data can become unavailable when network par-
titions occur. To increase availability, data is often repli-
cated. This allows an application to access data replicas
that are present locally, or are present in a local parti-
tion. Accessing distributed or replicated data introduces
the data consistency problem [82]. The consistency of
replicated storage systems can be defined based on the
ordering of read and write operations that each node ob-
serves.

In Table 1 we have summarized important symbols
and notations used later, in order to help readers easily
follow the technical details.

Table 1: Notations used

Notation Short description
R Relation
∼ Reflexive relation
≺ Total order relation
� Partial order relation
rn[x] = v A read operation r of the transaction n

reads from a data item x the value v.
The transaction n and value v may be
omitted if not needed.

wn[x] = v A write operation w of the transaction
n writes a value v to the data item x.
The transaction n and value v may be
omitted if not needed.

on Read or write operation of the transac-
tion n

H History produced by a set of transac-
tions

a→ b An event or operation a happens be-
fore the event or operation b

To reason about the consistency guarantees, we need
the concept of order with respect to time.

Definition 1 (Antisymmetry): a binary relation R on
a set X is antisymmetric if there is no pair of distinct
elements of X each of which is related by R to the other.
Formally: ∀a, b ∈ X,R(a, b) ∧R(b, c)⇒ a = b. �

For example, the relation < (less-than) is antisymmet-
ric in natural numbers because ∀x, y ∈ N : if x < y ⇒
y ≮ x.

Definition 2 (Transitivity): a binary relation R over
a set X is transitive if whenever an element a is related
to an element b, and b is in turn related to an element c,
then a is also related to c. Formally: ∀a, b, c ∈ X, aRb∧
bRc⇒ aRc. �

For example, the greater-than relation is transitive, i.e.
whenever A > B and B > C, then also A > C. Transi-
tivity is a key property of both partial order relations and
equivalence relations.

Definition 3 (Reflexivity): a reflexive relation is a bi-
nary relation on a set for which every element is related
to itself. In other words, a relation ∼ on a set S is re-
flexive when x ∼ x holds true for every x in S. Formally:
when ∀x ∈ S : x ∼ x holds. �

The equal relation on the set of real numbers is an re-
flexive relation since every real number is equal to itself.

Definition 4 (Total order): A relation ≺ is a total or-
der on a set S if it has:

1. Antisymmetry: ∀a, b ∈ S if a ≺ b∧b ≺ a⇒ a = b.

2. Transitivity: ∀a, b, c ∈ S if a ≺ b∧ b ≺ c⇒ a ≺ c.
3. Totality: ∀a, b ∈ S either a ≺ b or b ≺ a.

�

An example of total order is letters in an alphabet or-
dered by the standard dictionary order, e.g., A < B < C
etc.

Definition 5 (Partial order): A relation � is a partial
order on a set S if it has:

1. Reflexivity: ∀a ∈ S, a � a.

2. Antisymmetry: ∀a, b ∈ S if a � b ∧ b � a⇒ a = b

3. Transitivity: ∀a, b, c ∈ S if a � b∧ b � c⇒ a ≺ c.
�

An example of the partial order is the real numbers
ordered by the standard less-than-or-equal relation <=.

In the standard transaction model, a consistent
database state is implicitly defined by assuming that each
transaction, when executed in isolation, maps a consis-
tent database state to another consistent database state.
The correctness in case of concurrent execution is de-
fined in terms of serializability [19].
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Definition 6: A database consists of a finite set D of
data items. For each data item d

′ ∈ D, there is a value
v

′
, which is in the the value domain V (d

′
) of d

′
. A

database state consists of a data item d
′

and its value
v

′
. The set of a database state, denoted by DS, is a set

of ordered pairs of data items d
′

and their values v
′
,

DS = {(d
′
, v

′
) : d

′
∈ D ∧ v

′
∈ Dom(d

′
)}.

DS has the property: if (d
′
, v

′

1) ∈ DS and (d
′
, v

′

2) ∈
DS, then v

′

1 = v
′

2. The restriction of DS to data items
d ⊆ D is denoted by DSd,

DSd = {(d
′
, v

′
) : d

′
∈ d ∧ (d

′
, v

′
) ∈ DS}.

�

A transaction is a sequence of operations resulting
from the execution of a transaction program. A trans-
action program is usually written in a high-level pro-
gramming language with assignments, loops, conditional
statements and other complex control structures. Ex-
ecution of a transaction program starting at different
database states may result in different transactions. For-
mally:

Definition 7: A transaction Ti = (OTi
,≺Ti

), where
OTi

= {o1, o2, .., on} is a set of operations and ≺Ti
is a

total order on OTi . An operation oi is a 3-tuple

(action(oi), entity(oi), value(oi)),

where action(oi) denotes an operation type, which is ei-
ther a read (r) or a write (w) operation. entity(oi) is
the data item on which the operation is performed. If the
operation is a read operation, value(oi) is the value re-
turned by the read operation for the data item read. For
a write operation value(oi) is the value assigned to the
data item by the write operation. For simplicity of the
exposition, we assume that each transaction reads and
writes a data item at most once. �

Definition 8: A schedule S = (τs,≺s) is a finite set
τs of transactions, together with a total order, ≺s, on
all operations of the transactions such that for any two
operations o1, o2 in S and some transaction Ti ∈ τs, if
o1 ≺Ti o2, then o1 ≺s o2. �

We use the notation {DS1}TPi{DS2} to denote the
fact: when a transaction program TPi executes from an-
other database state DS1, it results in a database state
DS2. Similar notations will be used to denote execution
of operations, transactions and schedules.

When a set of transactions execute concurrently, their
operations may be interleaved. We model such an ex-
ecution by a structure called a history [48]. A history
indicates the order in which the operations of the trans-
actions were executed relative to each other. Since some

of these operations may be executed in parallel, a history
is defined as a partial order. If transaction Ti specifies
the order of two of its operations, these two operations
must appear in that order in any history that includes Ti.
In addition, we require that a history specifies the order
of all conflicting operations that appear in it. Two opera-
tions are said to conflict if they both operate on the same
data item and at least one of them is a write.

Definition 9: Let T = {T1, T2, ..., Tn} be a set of
transactions. A complete history H over T is a partial
order with the ordering relation �H , where

1. H =
n⋃

i=1

Ti,

2. �H⊇
n⋃

i=1

�i, and

3. for any two conflicting operations p, q ∈ H , either
p �H q, or q �H p.

�

Condition 1 says that the execution represented
by H involves precisely the operations submitted by
T1, T2, ..., Tn. Condition 2 says that the execution hon-
ors all operation orderings specified within each transac-
tion. Finally, the condition 3 says that the ordering of
every pair of conflicting operations is determined by the
ordering relation of the transactions. A history is simply
a prefix of a complete history [19].

A complete history H is serial, if for every two trans-
actions Ti and Tj that appear in H , either all opera-
tions of Ti appear before all operations of Tj or vice
versa. Thus, a serial history represents an execution in
which there is no interleaving of the operations of differ-
ent transactions. A history H is serializable if its com-
mitted projection, C(H), is equivalent to a serial history
H . C(H) is a complete history and it is not an arbitrar-
ily chosen complete history. If H represents the execu-
tion so far, it is really only the committed transactions
whose execution the database management system has
unconditionally guaranteed. All other transactions may
be aborted [19].

We can determine whether a history is serializable by
analyzing a graph derived from the history called a seri-
alization graph. The serialization graph for H , denoted
SG(H), is a directed graph whose edges are all Ti →
Tj(i 6= j) such that one of Ti’s operations precedes and
conflicts with one of Tj’s operations in H . Therefore, a
history H is serializable if and only if SG(H) is acyclic
[19].

Definition 10 (Weak consistency): The protocol is
said to support weak consistency, if

1. all accesses to synchronization variables are seen
by all processes (or nodes, processors) in the same
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order (sequentially) - these are synchronization op-
erations. Accesses to critical sections are seen se-
quentially,

2. all other accesses may be seen in different order on
different processes (or nodes, processors), and

3. the set of both read and write operations in between
different synchronization operations is the same in
each process.

�

Therefore, there can be no access to a synchroniza-
tion variable if there are pending write operations. Fur-
thermore, there cannot be any new read/write operations
started if a system is performing any synchronization op-
eration. More general, a weak consistency may be ap-
plied to any consistency models weaker than the sequen-
tial consistency [77]. The opposite of the weak consis-
tency is the strong consistency, where parallel processes
can observe only one consistent state [87, 12].

In the following definitions, we use wn[x] = v to de-
note that a write operationw of the transaction nwrites a
value v to the data item x; rn[x] = v to denote that a read
operation r of the transaction n reads from a data item x
the value v. We will omit written/read values v and a
concrete transaction n, when they are not necessary.

Definition 11 (Linearizability [52]): A history H is
linearizable iff there exists an execution H

′
, where

• H and H
′

contain same operations,

• H ′
is sequential,

• w[x] = v ≺H′ r[x] = v, and

• ∀o1, o2 ∈ Hifo1 ≺H o2 ⇒ o1 ≺H′ o2.
�

An example of the linearizable history is the
history of operations on a stack data structure:
pushIp(x), pop

I
q(x), pop

R
q (x), where processes p and q

execute operations on a stack x; the push operation
pushIp(x) stores a data item I to the stack, and the
pop operation popRq (x) takes the data item R from the
stack; the stack x is initially empty. This sequence is
linearizable because it can be extended with a match-
ing response to pushIp(x), then linearized by following
history: pushIp(x), push

R
p (x), pop

I
q(x), pop

R
q (x). How-

ever, deciding whether history is linearizable or not is
very expensive [49, 51].

Definition 12 (Legal): A read operation r[x] belong-
ing to an execution history H is legal, if ∀w[x] : w[x] ≺H

r[x]∧ 6 ∃w[x] : w[x] ≺H w[x] ≺H r[x]. �

Definition 13 (Sequential consistency [57]): A his-
tory H is sequentially consistent if there exists a legal
sequential history S equivalent to H. In other words, H

admits a linear extension S in which all reads are legal.
�

Example 1 shows a sequentially consistent execu-
tion since there exists for all operations a total or-
der. One such total order for this execution is
w1(a);w1(b); r2(a); r2(b).

Direction of time ---------------->
P1: w1(a) w1(b)
P2: r2(a) r2(b)

Example 1: Sequentially consistent execution

Example 2 shows an execution that is not sequentially
consistent since there is no sequential order that satisfies
the legal read definition.

Direction of time ---------------->
P1: w1(a) w1(b)
P2: r2(b) r2(a)

Example 2: Not sequentially consistent execution

The causal consistency, introduced by Ahamad et al
in [6], defines a consistency criterion, which is weaker
than the sequential consistency [55]. The causal consis-
tency allows for a wait-free implementation of read and
write operations in a distributed database. In the sequen-
tial consistency [33], all processes agree on a same legal
history. The causal consistency defines a weaker agree-
ment [53, 88]: Given a history H, it is not required that
two processes agree on the same ordering for the write
operations, which are not ordered in H. However, reads
are required to be legal.

Definition 14 (Causal consistency [78]): Let H be a
set of transactions, �H be a partial order over set H ,
and relation (H,�H) be a history. H is causally consis-
tent if all its read operations are legal. �

Direction of time ---------------->
P1: w1[x] = 1
P2: w2[x] = 2
P3: r3[x] = 2
P4: r4[x] = 1

Example 3: Causal consistent execution

In a causally consistent history, all processes see the
same partial order of operations. An operation is poten-
tially causal with: (1) the previous operations performed
by the same thread of execution, 2) the operations that
wrote the value this operation has read, and (3) the oper-
ations that are causally after the operation from rule (1)
or (2) [65]. One weakness of the typical implementation
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of the causal consistency is that operations can only be
ordered based on the actions observable by the system
[21]. As an example, let us see Example 3.

In this example, only ordering restrictions arew2[x] =
2 → r3[x] = 2. Writes w1[x] = 1 ‖ w2[x] = 2 are
concurrent, hence they can be seen in different order by
different processes. As a opposite example consider Ex-
ample 4.

Direction of time ---------------->
P1: w1[x] = 1
P2: r2[x] = 1 w2[x] = 2
P3: r3[x] = 2 r3[x] = 1
P4: r4[x] = 1 r4[x] = 2

Example 4: Not causally consistent execution

In Example 4, w2[x] = 2 is causally-related on
r2[x] = 1, which is causally-related on w1[x] = 1.
Therefore, the system must enforce w[x] = 1 ≺ w[x] =
2 ordering. Furthermore, P3 violates that ordering be-
cause it reads value 1 after reading value 2. For more
theoretical analysis see e.g. [27].

Definition 15 (Eventual consistency [28]): An even-
tual consistency guarantees

• Eventual delivery: An update executed at a node
are eventually executed at all nodes.

• Termination: All update executions terminate.

• Convergence: The nodes that have executed the
same updates eventually reach equivalent state (and
stay).

�

As an example of the eventual consistency, consider
Example 5. In this example, all updates are eventually
executed, updates executions terminate, and eventually
all processes reach equivalent states and all reads return
the same value x = 5. During the execution, the pro-
cesses may see updates on different orders, but eventu-
ally all reads return the same value. For more theoretical
review see [28].

Direction of time ---------------->
P1: w1[x] = 1 w1[x] = 5
P2: w2[x] = 2
P3: r3[x] = 1 r3[x] = 5
P4: r4[x] = 2 r4[x] = 5

Example 5: Eventually consistent execution

The eventual consistency is a weak consistency model,
which is used in many large distributed databases, such
as MongoDB [31], Riak [40] and S3 [24, 70]. Such

databases require that all changes to a replicated piece
of data eventually reach all affected replicas [13]. The
conflict resolution is not handled in these databases, and
the responsibility for solving conflicts is pushed up to the
application authors in the event of conflicting updates.

The eventual consistency is a specific form of weak
consistency: the storage system guarantees that if no new
updates are made to the object, eventually all accesses
will return the last updated value [89, 90]. If no failures
occur, the maximum size of the inconsistency window
can be determined based on the factors such as commu-
nication delays, the load of the system, and the number
of replicas involved in the replication scheme [2].

A few examples of eventually consistent systems are:

• Domain Name System (DNS)

• Asynchronous master-slave replication on an
RDBMS, e.g. MariaDB (www.mariadb.org)

• Memcached in front of MariaDB, which caches
reads.

The most popular system that implements the even-
tual consistency is DNS. Updates to a domain name are
distributed according to a configured pattern and time-
controlled caches. Eventually, all clients will see the
same state. The eventual consistency means that given
enough time, over which no changes are performed, all
updates will propagate through the system and all repli-
cas will be synchronized. However, at any given point
of time, there is no guarantee that the data accessed is
consistent, thus the conflicts have to be resolved.

3 CAUSAL CONSISTENCY

The causal consistency model [54] ensures that the ob-
served outcomes of operations are always consistent with
the happened-before partial order as defined by Lamport
[58].

Definition 16: The happened-before relation, →, can
be formally defined as the least strict partial order on
events,

• If events a and b occur on the same process, and
the occurrence of event a is before the occurrence
of event b, then a→ b, and

• If an event a is the sender of a message and an event
b is the receiptor of the message sent in event a, then
a→ b.

�

If there are other causal relationships between events
in a given system, such as between the creation of a pro-
cess and its first event, these relationships are also added
to the definition [81].
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Like all strict partial orders, the happened-before rela-
tion is transitive, irreflexive and antisymmetric, i.e.:

• ∀a, b, c, if a → b and b → c, then a → c (transitiv-
ity).

• ∀a, a 6→ a (irreflexivity).

• ∀a, b, if a→ b∧b→ a, then a = b (antisymmetry).

Because the happened-before relation is both irreflex-
ive and antisymmetric, it follows that: if a → b then
b 6→ a.

The processes that make up a distributed system have
no knowledge of the happened-before relation unless
they use a logical clock, like a Lamport clock [58] or
a vector clock [39, 67, 85].

Two events are concurrent if nothing can be said about
the order in which they happened (i.e. events form a par-
tial order). Events a, b, c are totally ordered if a happens
before b and b happens before c. Same events are par-
tially ordered if event a happens before b and c, and b
and c are happening concurrently. For a data store to be
causally consistent, the following is a requirement [56]:
All writes that are potentially causally related must be
seen in the same order by all processes. The model of
causal consistency is a weakening of the sequential con-
sistency: There exists an execution, which is causally
consistent but not sequentially consistent; all executions
satisfying sequential consistency are also causally con-
sistent.

Let A and B be two operations that are performed by
the same process. If A was executed before B, then A and
B are causally related. There is a causal order between
A and B, where A happens before B. Let A be a write
operation and B be a read operation that read the value
written by A. If A and B can be executed at different
processes, then A happens before B in the causal order.

Causal relations are transitive: if A and B are causally
related and B and C are causally related, then A and C
are causally related. For example,if an operation A hap-
pens before an operation B and B happens before C, then
A happens before C. Note that, with the sequential con-
sistency, threads are not required to read the last writ-
ten value as threads’ read operations can be ordered in
the past. Furthermore, contrary to the sequential con-
sistency, concurrent writes (i.e., two writes that are not
causally related) may be observed by different threads in
different orders.

When the memory operations are causally related to
each other, these operations are constrained. The mem-
ory operations, which are not causally related are called
concurrent operations and they can be reordered with re-
spect to each other. If the write operations are in the
same order, the memory system is called causally consis-
tent, while the concurrent write operations are observed

in a different order. The causal consistency requires that
potentially causally related writes are seen in the same
order by all nodes in the system. The sequential consis-
tency is stricter than the causal consistency: it requires
that all operations are executed in a certain sequential or-
der that is consistent with respect to the order observed
by each process [9, 77].

4 COMPARISON TO OTHER CONSISTENCY
MODELS

Strict consistency models are provably incompatible
with the low-latency requirement [47]. Therefore, previ-
ous partition-tolerant, low-latency systems [36, 83, 42]
use the weakest form of consistency, eventual consis-
tency.

The eventual consistency provides the weakest con-
sistency: when a replica is updated, all other replicas re-
ceive the updates and all replicas have same set of value
after a period of time. The eventual consistency guaran-
tees all sets of writes are propagated to other replica, but
not in the same order. This makes programmers have to
concern about the ordering issue because different orders
may lead to inconsistencies to users. For example, Alice
updates her profile then accepts the requests of a friend.
This friend may see the profile before updated if only the
eventual consistency is guranteed.

The causal consistency ensures a partial order between
dependent operations; the sequential consistency ensures
a global order among all operations for each key; the
eventual consistency, a catch-all term used today, sug-
gests the eventual convergence to some agreement [71].

The main difference from the eventual consistency is
that the causal consistency allows non-blocking opera-
tions [84]: processes may complete read or write oper-
ations without waiting for global computation. There-
fore, the causal consistency overcomes the biggest lim-
itation of the strong consistency: delay in communica-
tion. Moreover, the semantic of several applications is
precisely captured by the causal consistency, e.g. collab-
orative tools [44, 43]. Therefore, implementing a stricter
consistency criterion not only induces unnecessary com-
plexity of maintaining consistency, but also reduces the
level of possible concurrency.

The eventual consistency does not provide any consis-
tency guarantees during accesses. It has been observed
that this does not necessarily cause serious problems
for shared files [80, 61]. Often, the files that are heav-
ily shared are not frequently updated by multiple users.
Since the level of write-sharing is low, few consistency
conflicts are generated. Unfortunately, this argument ig-
nores read-dependency issues for shared files.

When read-dependencies are ignored, older versions
of files may be read. As well as reading the latest version,
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a use can also access a older version. Since reads do
not generate conflicts, the eventual consistency does not
detect old reads, or provides any guarantees when the
data is read. Therefore, a user may frist access the latest
version, and then a older version. Under this case, the
user will remember the old version and use it for future
operations.

Let us use an example to illustrate the problem. A user
edits a replicated file and checks-in it using the source
code control system. The replica crashes before it can
propagate its changes to other replicas. The user gets an
old version of the file from another replica when the file
is checked-out again. Often, users do not update this old
copy of the file, and must remember that this copy of the
file is old and should not update it. Moreover, if they do
update the file, a conflict will necessarily happen. Worst
of all, the user gets no hints that these problems might
arise.

The eventual consistency ignores write-dependencies
as well, thus writes can be made to older copies of data.
However, often a single user may update multiple copies
of data and thereby cause conflicts. This is different from
the old read problem because writes may be done with-
out reading the data.

Suppose a user is updating a replicated file on a replica
A. Replica A becomes heavily loaded after the first up-
date has reached it. The system switches to use the
replica B, and writes are sent to the replica B. This causes
conflicts since an older version of the file at the replica B
gets updated. Both the problems of old reads and of old
writes occur because the consistency guarantees are not
provided when the access is done.

The existing systems [65, 60, 64] provide the causal
consistency in order to achieve a better performance in a
geo-distributed setting. In these systems, all operations
from clients are served from the local data center, and
are asynchronously pushed to remote data centers, but
committed only after all causally dependent operations
have been previously committed [59].

Hence, the requirements on clients can be captured by
maintaining lists of transactions and propagating them
among clients and servers [15]. However, due to the tran-
sitive nature of the dependency relationship, these lists
can become very large resulting in significant memory,
processing and network overheads [11].

To better describe the differences among the consis-
tency models, lets take a online house auction as an
example. We will use a very much simplified model,
where two concurrent customers make an offer for the
same house. Additionally, there is a maintainance trans-
action, which reads the current status of the auction
and make the auction winner decision by selecting the
current highest bidder and updating auction. Customer
transactions read the current price for the house and in-

crease the current offer by 100. The maintainance trans-
action reads the current price and selects the higher offer.
Let r1(House price) indicate that the customer trans-
action 1 reads the house price, and w2(House price)
indicate that the customer transaction 2 write the house
price. At the beginning, House price = 20000$. If the
above transactions use serializability as consistency then
we could have a history like in Example 6.

r1(House price)=20000,
w1(House price +100)=20100, commit
r2(House price)=20100,
r2(House price)=20100
w2(House price +100)=20200, commit
r3(House price)=20200

Example 6: Serializable execution

Traditional databases use the strict Two-Phase Lock-
ing (2PL) to maintain the serializability, and the strict
2PL orders conflicting operations serially. Therefore, the
both customers T1 and T2 see a consistent database and
the correct auction winner is always selected. Now con-
sider a case, where the causal consistency is used in same
service. This could lead to a history in Example 7.

r1(House price)=20000,
r3(House price)=20000,
r2(House price)=20000,
w1(House price +100)=20100, commit
w2(House price +100)=20100, commit
r3(House price)=20100

Example 7: Causally consistent execution

In this example, all writes are naturally causally re-
lated to the read operations and form a acyclic happened-
before relation. Since writes are concurrent, they can be
seen on different orders. This can naturally lead the lost
update problem. Finally, lets consider a case where the
eventual consistency is used in this service. This could
lead to a history in Example 8 where we have added a
third customer with transaction T4.

r1(House price)=20000,
r4(House price)=20000,
w1(House price +100)=20100, commit
r2(House price)=20100,
w2(House price +100)=20200, commit
w4(House price +100)=20100, commit
r3(House price)=20100

Example 8: Eventually consistent execution

In the eventual consistency, writes do not need to be
ordered and do not obey the happened-before relation,
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and this may lead to the lost update problem and to pick-
ing a wrong auction winner. In Table 2, we summa-
rize the features of different consistency models based on
writes. In Table 3, we compare the consistency, availabil-
ity and performance features of these consistency mod-
els.

Table 2: Write visibility of consistency models

Model Write visibility
Serializability Set of transactions can see all previ-

ous writes.
Eventual Set of transactions can see only sub-

set of writes. There is no guarantee
which writes are visible and what is
the final value seen.

Causal See causally-related writes in the
same order in all transactions.

Table 3: Consistency models: consistency,
availability and performance

Model Consistency Avail. Perf.
Serializability Strong Weak Weak
Eventual Weak Good Good
Causal Average Good Average

5 IMPLEMENTATION OF CAUSAL CONSIS-
TENCY

Causal consistency can be reached by using Lamport
clocks [58] or version vectors [67, 39]. The causal
consistency model is implemented by using multi-part
timestamps [18], which are assigned to each object.
These timestamps are stored on a vector that contains the
version number of the object at each replica. This vec-
tor must be included (in the form of dependencies) in all
update and query requests so that operations respect the
causal ordering: an operation A can only be processed at
a given node if all operations, on which the operation A
causally depends, have already been applied at that node
[17].

Furthermore, the nodes must be aware of the versions
present in other replicas. This information is maintained
in a table that is updated by exchanging gossip messages
between replicas. When a node is aware that a version
has already reached all replicas then it issues an acknowl-
edgment message so that the gossip dissemination proto-
col can be stopped.

The causal consistency guarantees provided by this
approach allow its adaptation to a Geo-replicated sce-
nario while maintaining scalability. Moreover, this tech-
nique can handle network partitions since the repli-

cas can synchronize the updates when network recov-
ers from the partition, without affecting the operations
of system. However, this approach has a major draw-
back: large vector timestamps. These timestamps must
be stored in the client and can be very large in a system
with hundreds of nodes.

Causal consistency requires that all operations, which
causally precede a given operation, must take effect be-
fore it. In other words, if x ≺ y, then data item x must
be written before data item y. We call these preceding
values dependencies. We use write[x] to denote a write
operation for a data item x. We say y depends on x if
and only if write[x] ≺ write(y). These dependencies
are the reverse of the causal ordering of writes, and by
definition are the same as the happens-before relation-
ship [58]. Example 9 illustrates the status updates on
e.g. Facebook.

1: Alice: I have lost my phone!
2: Alice: I found my phone

from bathroom.
3: Bob: That is good news!

Example 9: Sequentially consistent execution

In this example, Bob’s read of Alice’s posts 1 and 2
creates the causal link, which orders Bob’s later com-
ment after Alice’s post and comment [63].

/* send the vector along with
the message to all the sites.*/

∀ i ∈ write set : v[i] := v[i] + i

/* The message contains
(data item, new value) pair
for all date items
that are being written to.*/

Listing 1: Sending write messages

We have selected a method proposed by Ram et al [76]
as an example of implementation. it is one simple and af-
fective method, and is described using a pseudo-code in
Listing 1 and Listing 2. Earlier, researchers have been
using the vector clock or variations of it for maintaining
the consistency. Each element in the vector clock cor-
responds to one host and the value of element indicates
the number of messages sent from that host. The vector
clock information is used to order or delay the delivery
of messages if necessary, thus maintaining the required
consistency. However, for maintaining the consistency
of data items, we need information about writes on each
data item, and maintaining a clock per data item can help.
Therefore, instead of a vector clock of size N (number
of hosts), we maintain a vector of size M (number of
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objects). The value of v[i] in the vector v contains the
number of writes on data item i. This information can be
used to maintain the consistency of each individual data
item.

/* P is the vector received
with messages and v is
the local vector */
∀ i 6∈ write set : v[i] := v[i] + i
/* This ensures that writes
are delayed till the required
causally preceding writes
are received. */
wait until v[j] >= P [j]

∀ i ∈ write set : v[i] := v[i] + i
/* This ensures that causally
overwritten messages
are discarded */
if (v[i] >= P [i])
discard the message.

else
/* write updates */
v[i] := P [i]

Listing 2: Receiving write messages

Each host maintains a vector of size M. Whenever it
updates the value of an item, it increments the corre-
sponding element and sends the vector along with the
message of data item and new value to every site, which
has a copy of the replica. When a host receives an up-
date message, it delays the delivery of a message till each
element in its vector is greater than or equal to the one
that is piggybacked. After that, the updates to the data
items are applied. In this case, the message overhead is
O(M) and thus is independent of the number of hosts
in the system. This is particularly suitable in a mobile
environment where the number of hosts is not fixed.

If each message is an update message, it carries the
new value of the data item rather than instructions. Then
the delivery of an update on a data-item does not need
not wait for the previous updates on the same item. This
would not have been possible if vector clocks had been
used. In that case, the delivery of a massage would
have been delayed even for previous messages that are
causally overwritten.

6 LEVELS OF CAUSAL CONSISTENCY

Causality [58] or causal consistency ensures that a trans-
action is placed after all transactions that causally af-
fect it. Causality has been used earlier in many non-
transactional systems. In this section, we discuss the
three levels of causality: no-causality, local causality and

global causality. No-causality naturally means that oper-
ations do not respect a causal ordering, instead they are
executed in e.g. an arrival order [20, 79].

Local causality allows an entity to access data that is
consistent with its own operations, weakens the sequen-
tial consistency by only requiring the order of operations
to respect the local order of operations for each process
[7, 69]. The weakening is often exploited by a protocol
guaranteeing sequential consistency on a smaller entity,
for instance, a page containing objects [68].

Local consistency depends on the actions of the entity:
if an entity has never accessed any versions of the data,
then any versions satisfy the local causality. It is rela-
tively simple and cheap to implement since the criterion
can be checked and enforced by the entity itself. Entities
do not have to coordinate among themselves to ensure
that they access the data, which is consistent across enti-
ties.

Global causality requires that data is consistent with
the actions of all other entities. Since the number of en-
tities, which can access data, and the number of the data
replicas, which these entities access, are arbitrary, this
criterion requires examining all the replicas to see if any
accesses have been made. In particular, it will only allow
access to the latest data. A global causality is therefore
not different from a strong consistency scheme, which
provides the latest data on each access but does not pro-
vide high availability [30].

For example, there are two users at a public terminal
computer. If the first user executes an inquiry and an-
other user comes and executes a new inquiry, there is the
no-causality between two inquiries and two users. Actu-
ally, the local causality can be useful in many cases. For
example, suppose there are two database records: em-
ployee and manager. Each employee has one manager.
If a manager adds an employee to the database and exe-
cutes another transaction to inquire the employee’s work,
then the employee’s name should be in the result. Be-
cause there are two transactions, the local causality is
required. With the no-causality, another transaction in-
quiring the employee’s work could get the empty set if
the old database state is accessed.

The global causality is needed when the order of com-
mitted transactions is required. For example, in the stock
application, a client updates the stock value of the com-
pany, then closes the company market. If another client
notices that the company is closed, and wants to see the
price, then the global causality ensures that the final price
is seen. Table 4 summaries the the different levels of
causal consistency.

For example, in the modern train an conductor could
have mobile devices to sell/check train tickets. While
a train is moving, the devices used by conductors can
communicate with each other at the same train. How-
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Table 4: Causal consistency levels

Level Order provided Application
No-causality no order public terminal
Local local order employee DB
Global global write order stock market

ever, there could be situations, where they can not com-
municate to the server at train stations. At stations, these
mobile devices can synchronize their data with the sever
of stations.

Just after a new passenger enters into the train, the
train drives away and the passenger wants to buy a seat
from a conductor. The conductor can sell the ticket with-
out causing any conflicts, as other conductors’ mobile
devices in this train can see this state change. If other
conductors also try to sell seats, they will naturally give
different ones. Meanwhile, At a station, a customer
wants to buy a seat in the moving train. Since the de-
vices in the train cannot communicate with the server
at the station, the station does not know how many new
passengers just acquired a seat from the conductors in the
train. If the station sells a seat to the customer, a conflict
of seats may occur. If there is only one mobile device, the
local causality is sufficient; if there is more than one mo-
bile device, the global causality is needed. This example
also has a global integrity constraint: free seats in train
is greater or equal to zero.

On every strain station, the databases are consistent
and reading from the station server and from mobile de-
vices is consistent, and thus reading seat status and re-
serving seats are causally related and consistent. When a
train moves, reading and reserving seats from mobile de-
vices are causally related/consistent. Note that we allow
more customers than the seats of train. The only thing we
must make sure is that one seat is reserved only to one
customer, and this requires the global causal consistency.

When the station server is partitioned from the train,
the station cannot safely sell seats of the train to cus-
tomers, since there is the eventual consistency. Assume
that there is only one free seat on the train and one pas-
senger on the train reserves that seat. Concurrently on
a station, a new customer also reserves that seat. When
the train arrives at the station, There will have two cus-
tomers on a same seat. To have the eventual consistency,
one reservation needs to be rolled back.

The transaction of seat reservation contains a read op-
eration getting free seats and a write operation reserving
a seat, these are causally related. Both reservation trans-
actions performed by the mobile device and the station
server obey the local causality. However, two concurrent
writes, reserving a seat, are are not causally related. In
order to ensure that the seat is reserved correctly, the sta-

tion server should not reserve seats when it cannot com-
municate with the mobile devices in the train. On train,
mobile devices can safely sell free seats (because they
know that the station server will not reserve seats.

Another example is the partition of network. A net-
work is partitioned into two parts: the partition 1 has two
nodes node1 and node2; the partition 2 has only one node
node3. Thus, the partition 1 has a majority of nodes. In
this example there may be different problems depending
on which consistency model we used. If the traditional
strong consistency is used, the system waits responses
from all nodes. All nodes can respond only when the
network partition is fixed.

If the eventual consistency is used, the system can still
work if using the majority rule. This is because the sys-
tem does know how many nodes it contains. The node
executing the transaction also knows how many nodes,
with which it can currently communicate. From this in-
formation the node knows whether these nodes form a
majority in the system or not. If there is a majority, trans-
actions are executed on all these nodes. If there is no ma-
jority, transactions are not allowed to execute. Once the
network partition is fixed, the nodes, which are not in the
part of majority, will then also execute missing transac-
tions. Therefore, eventually all nodes reach a consistent
state.

However, there are two problems with the eventual
consistency: time is delayed before all nodes reach the
same value; the eventual consistency does not restrict or-
dering of writes. For example in a social network, like
Facebook, where Anna and Emy post comments to each
other. In the eventual consistency Alice may see all com-
ments but in a random order.

7 APPLICATIONS AND DATABASES USING
CAUSAL CONSISTENCY

In the context of causal message ordering, Kshemkalyani
et al. [56] propose an optimal algorithm for generalized
causal message ordering. The proposed algorithm is op-
timal in the space complexity of the overhead of control
information. The optimality is achieved by transmitting
only minimum required information about causal depen-
dencies, and using an encoding scheme to represent and
transmit this information.

Birman et al. [22] propose causal message ordering
primitive to ensure that if two event messages destined to
the same process are causally related, they are delivered
in the order they are supposed to happen. This could
lead to a situation, where the method delays messages
until the previous message is delivered.

Ahamad et al. [6] propose a method of causal mem-
ory abstraction. This method ensures that processes in a
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system agree on the ordering of the causally related op-
erations. It is also non-blocking: processes can always
execute a read or a write operations immediately.

Almeida et. al. [8] propose a geographically dis-
tributed key-value data store, ChainReaction. Chain-
Reaction offers a causal+ consistency with high per-
formance, fault-tolerance, and scalability. The causal+
consistency is stronger than the eventual consistency by
leveraging a new variant of chain replication. In the
causal+ consistency, replicas can temporarily diverge
due to concurrent updates at different sites. However,
they are guaranteed to eventually converge (a guarantee
that is not provided by the causal consistency). On the
other hand, in opposition to the eventual consistency, the
causal+ consistency provides precise guarantees about
the state observed by applications. However, the pro-
posed system is not strictly causally consistent, thus we
did not select this system for more detailed discussion.

7.1 COPS and Eiger

COPS system [65] (Clusters of Order-Preserving
Servers) introduces the causal+ consistency and is de-
signed to support complex online applications that are
hosted in a small number of large-scale data-centers,
each of which is composed of front-end servers (clients
of COPS) and back-end key-value data stores. Eiger [64]
has a similar design but a different implementation.

COPS [65] and Eiger [64] support causality through
a client library. Both systems replicate writes to geo-
graphically distributed data centers and enforce observed
ordering. The observed ordering is enforced by delaying
the write operations until all causally previous operations
have been already applied at that data center.

COPS executes all read and write operations in the lo-
cal data center in a linearizable fashion, and then repli-
cates data across data centers in a causal+ consistent or-
der in the background. Figure 1 describes the high level
architecture of COPS.

COPS also introduces a new type of operations named
get− transactions. Get-transaction operations allow a
client to read a set of keys and makes sure that the depen-
dencies of all keys have been met before the values are
returned. For example, there are two writes on objects A
andB in a sequential order. It could happen that the write
onB is propagated faster among the replicas. IfA is read
before and B, it could happen that we see the old value
of A and the new value of B, which is correct according
to the causal ordering of operations but is not desirable
in some applications. For example, in a travel agency, A
would be flight availability and B hotel availability; in a
net shop, both A and B could be the product availability.
To solve this problem, we could use the get-transaction
operation, because it guarantees that if we read the new

version of B, we must also read the new version of A
(because the write on A happens-before the write on B).

Similarly, the Eiger system provides the linearizability
inside each data center and the causally-consistent data
store based on a column-family data model to achieve
better performance in a geo-distributed setting. All op-
erations from clients are served from the local data cen-
ter using a client library. The library mediates access to
nodes in the local data center, executes the read and write
transaction algorithms, and tracks causality and attaches
dependencies to write operations. Each replica stores
full replica of the database, and operations are handled
locally. After an operation is executed locally, the oper-
ation is asynchronously pushed to remote data centers,
but committed only after all causally dependent opera-
tions have been previously committed.

The causal consistency is provided in Eiger by check-
ing whether an operation’s nearest dependencies have
been applied before applying the operation. This ap-
proach is similar to the method used by COPS [65]. The
difference is that COPS places dependencies on values,
while Eiger uses dependencies on operations.

Eiger represents dependencies by the data pair of a
locator and a unique identifier. The locator is used to
ensure that operations, which depend on the current ex-
ecuted operation P , can locate the node, in which the
operation P committed is. As an example, a write op-
ertion W2 is executed on the node 1 and depends on an
earlier write operation W1 executed on the node 2. The
locator is used to find the node 2.

The unique identifier is used to map an operation to its
dependencies, and is identical to the operation’s times-
tamp. The dependencies in Eiger are checked by send-
ing dep check operations to the local data-center node
that owns the locator. The local data-center checks lo-
cal data structures in order to determine if the write op-
eration identified by unique identifier is committed. If
the write operation is committed, the local data-center
responds immediately. If the write operation is not com-
mitted, the local data-center applies the write operation.
Therefore, when all dep checks return, the server knows
that all causally dependent operations have been applied
and it can safely apply this operation.

7.2 Bolt-on

Bailis et. al. in [14] propose a client-side middle-ware
software called Bolt-on. This middle-ware guarantees
only application-defined dependencies as an alternative
to the causal consistency. Figure 2 describes the archi-
tecture of the Bolt-on middle-ware [14].

The Bolt-on architecture assumes that the underlying
data store handles most aspects of data management, in-
cluding replication, availability, and convergence. In the
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Figure 1: Architecture of COPS [65]

architecture, the underlying data store locally uses the
eventual consistency and allows a large space of read and
write histories; the middle-ware handles causal depen-
dencies, and consists of a set of rules, which limit the
possible histories to the histories that obey the desired
consistency model.

Shim layer of Bolt-on is used to solve two prob-
lems. Firstly, Sim layer solves the inconsistency prob-
lems caused by the eventual consistency in PBS [16].
Secondly, this layer proposes a solution for concurrent
overwrites in the causal consistency.

Bolt-on provides highly available read/write transac-
tions, which separate replication, liveness and durability
from consistency due to the upgrade from eventual con-
sistency to causal consistency. The causal consistency of
Bolt-on offers multi-key guarantees. However, Bolt-on
can only capture dependencies explicitly specified by ap-
plications. Furthermore, the Bolt-on approach requires
detailed knowledge on the conflict resolution strategy of
the data store, and this makes it inapplicable for applica-
tions providing cloud storage services.

7.3 Application: MMORPG

In Massively Multi-player Online Role-Playing Games
(MMORPG), players can cooperate with others in a vir-
tual game world, and both players and different game
words are naturally distributed. These systems manage
large amounts of data, and the biggest problem is how
to support data consistency. According to the CAP the-
orem, we have to sacrifice one of two properties: con-
sistency or availability [1]. If an online game does not
guarantee the availability, players’ requests may fail. If

data is inconsistent, players may get data not conforming
to the game logic, and this data can affect their opera-
tions. Therefore, it is important for the MMORPG envi-
ronment to find a balance between the data consistency
and the system availability. For this reason, we must an-
alyze the data consistency requirements of MMORPG so
as to find the balance [29, 62, 73, 93].

Diao [37] has studied different consistency models for
MMORPG and found that there indeed are part of data,
where the causal consistency is an appealing choice:
Game data. The game data contains e.g. the world
appearance, the meta-data of non-player characters (the
characters are created by game developers and controlled
only by the game logic), the system configuration and
game rules. This data is used by players and the game
engine in the entire game, but can be only modified by
the game developers. Consistency requirements for the
game data are not so strict compared e.g. to the account
data. Because e.g. a change of non-player character
name or of the duration of bird animation may not be
noticed by players.

Furthermore, some change of the game data needs to
be delivered to all online players synchronously, e.g. a
change of the word appearance, the weapon power, non-
player characters, game rules and scripts. If there is in-
consistency on these areas, it will cause errors on game
display and logic errors on players. Therefore, some
data needs to be stored on the server side and some on
the client side. The game data on the client side could
only synchronize with servers when a player logs in to
or starts a game. For this reason, the causal consistency
is required [37, 29].
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Figure 2: Bolt-on architecture: a causally consistent shim layer mediates access to
an underlying eventually consistent data store [14]

This could mean that when a player A uses the
browser to connect with the game server, the game server
will check the current local data and update the game
data of the client side in the form of data packets. Af-
ter updating, all future local accesses will return the up-
dated value. Player B, who has not communicated with
the game server, will still retain the outdated game data.

Game servers maintain the primary version of game
data, and transfer it to client sides. Additionally, players
on different game words cannot discuss to each other.
Thus, the only need is to make sure that the game data
is consistent in one game word in a time so that all play-
ers on that game word are handled equally. This requires
using the strong consistency locally in the game word
and the causal consistency among different game words.
When the game data is modified by developers, the up-
date value should be delivered synchronously to all repli-
cates on that game word, and asynchronously to other
game words.

While the possibility of using the causal consistency
on MMORPG has been identified on research [37, 29,
73], to the authors’ knowledge there is no actual publi-
cations or other information that the causal consistency
is actually used on MMORPG games.

7.4 Application: Facebook

When you log into your account on Facebook, the server
will show your own status messages and your friends’
status messages at that point in time. Status messages on
Facebook may contain pictures, shared links and stories
or your own messages. Naturally, your account data re-

quires a strong consistency, but for status data the weaker
consistency models are acceptable. During the time the
user is online, the status updates of a user’s friends and
of the user do not need to be strictly ordered, and the
causal ordering is enough. Thus when a user A sends a
status update and a user B replies to that update, there is
a causal order on the two updates. However, when users
C and D do a totally unrelated update, the order these
updates appear to users A and B is not relevant. This
is because users A and B do not know in which order
updates are performed.

The reason why the eventual consistency is not enough
for Facebook status updates is that the eventual con-
sistency does not require any ordering between writes.
Consider a case, where the user A first sends a status
update, and after few seconds A updates the first status
update. With the eventual consistency, all friends of A
could see only the first update, because the eventual con-
sistency does not guarantee that first update is performed
before the second one. In the causal consistency, as there
is a read (by user A) of first update and then write (up-
dated status from user A), these are causally related and
all user A’s friends will naturally see second update.

Although the causal consistency is the possible con-
sistency model for Facebook status updates and sev-
eral similar distributed services containing status updates
like LinkedIn, Twitter and Yahoo, to author’s knowledge
there is not scientific or other literature that would show
the causal consistency being really used.
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8 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we review the causal consistency and dis-
cuss how it differs from other consistency models, espe-
cially the eventual consistency. Additionally, we show
how to implement the causal consistency and finally we
identify the limitations of the causal consistency.

The causal consistency model can be enforced with
Lamport clocks. Transactions using the causal consis-
tency are executed in an order that reflects their causally-
related read/write operations’ order. Concurrent opera-
tions may be committed in different orders and their re-
sults can be read also in different orders.

Actually, the causal consistency can solve many prob-
lems, which cannot be solved in the eventual consistency,
such as ordering operations. The causal consistency en-
sures that every sees operations in the same causal order,
and this makes the causal consistency stronger than the
eventual consistency. However, the causal consistency
cannot support e.g. distributed integrity constraints.

Although there are a few promising systems devel-
oped on research (e.g. COPS [65], Eiger [64] and Bolts-
on [14] ), to the authors’ knowledge there is no com-
mercial or mature systems using the causal consistency
model.
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